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Paul Skokowski introduces
Hard Problem of Consc...  David Papineau next week...Kripke the hardproblem..

each spkr  45 mins to talk  then questions  after each talk then 20 mins after...

Problem of Consc...

in the present epoch... single over-riding Q...
hard to summarize in a sentence...

here's the Q:   how do we accommodate our conception of ourselves with what science tells us
we are... a collection of particles... those are the basic facts...

consc, mindful, morality, eductation, rationality... how do accommod that with
atoms in the void...

I loved physics when it was just protons, electrons...  
the other 96% we  don't have the foggiest idea abt... we don't inderstand it..

the task in philosophy is to accommodate our self conception wth the view of the universe provided by science.

from protons and electrons... how do u get to presidents and elections;


a central notion is...
the bridge is...

before u say you're interested in consc u better get tenure first...in the old days...
there has been an improvement..
now u can actually work on this and get tenure...

caused entirely by neurobio  processes in the brrain... but where and how is it realized...

what is the neurobio specificity that produces it in us and other animals (but not all)

****
distincton btwn  objectivity  and subjectivity...

a fallacy that "  there cannot be an objective scienc of consc  cuz its subjective"

difft types of claims...

eg if i say  van gough  died in france... its objective  can be determined but if i say
van gough is a better painter than  gauguin... that's a subjective  truth...

ontolog sense  and the epistemic sense...

the fact that a domain is subjective does not mean that we cannot have
an epistemiologically objective  account of  consc  and the subj world...

but that forces the next quesiton...

what's the defn ofconsc... isn't it hard to define...

matters  whether its at the beginning or the end of the investigation
beginning  sensation/ feelings  that u have when u wake up or have dreams...
how does the brain produce it...

4 features of consc that we need to be explained...

1) Qualitativeness  there is a qualitative character to every feeling or sensation...
he says  ... all  consc is qualia  (he pronounces it like the bird quail)
2)  subjectivity:  it has an ontol subjective character... all exists in humans and other animals
not yet in robots etc...
3)  UNITY:  transcendantal  unit of apperception  (Kant)
neurosci calls it.. the binding problem...  bound to  come to u in a unified field...

I can feel the water bottle in my left hand and the pen in my right hand... unity is that
it all comes together...
roger sperry cuts CC (corpus callosum)  and  (and gazzaniga)  then they separate... two partly independent centers
of consc....   he is told they shud never have been allowed  to do this operation but they did it for terrible
epilepsy....

with L  hemisphere  he says... I don't see anything  but then with his L hand
be reaches out and grabs the object.. say a pen...

4)  philosophers  word for #4  is  Intentionality:   relation btwn person and the world..

******
so HOW DOES IT WORK...

qualified  ,  unified subjectivity that comes in intentional form...

***
1st u discover a correlation  (that's the way science works historically)
its called the NCC:  the neural correlate of consc.

stage 2:  is it CAUSAL???  is consc caused by the NCC...
can u turn consc by turning on the NCC and turning it off
by turning off the NCC...

think of semmelweiss  early work on early theory of disease... hygiene of docs in vienna and
peurperal fever...  less infection  if u had ur baby at home  then in thehospital..
**

cuz of imaging techniques,  we have lots of  data on NCC  but the research has been disappointing...
" i don't  know one end of a neuron from the other"  but i review  books like antonio damasio,
christof koch,  etc."

here's the problem...
exactly  how do processes in the brain give rise to 1 thru 4 above..

***
in the early days, most people adopted what i call the building block approach...
eg like dna and heredity... do not have to know abt a partic disease cuz  u've got an overall mechanism...
it wud be nice if  mech that produces color red is same  as mech that produces pain...
eg  blind sight...  they had one guy  who had damage to V1 as a child... so he was blind in a certain portion of his
visual field  in the lower  L  Quadrant... so u cud flash an X in that part of his field really fast  so that he cud not saccade to it...
but after a week of training  he cud get it 95% of time (say).
So,   we want 

binoc  rivarly  and gestalt switch... logothetis
horiz lines to one eye and vertical to the other eye...
u do NOT see a grid, rather it siwtches from vert lines to horiz lines.
u want to find tat prt of the brain that is actually doing the switching.

he draws the duck-rabbit...  duck looking toward the R or  rabbit looking toward the Left.
ambiguous..  (more remarkably  it does not look (he jokes) like either one... just a cartoon)
whant to find the pt in the brain where it switches from duck to rabbit..
***
lots of people working in vision...

best book is christof koch:  the quest for consc... his favorite book on this..

if we cud crack th eproblem for each type of consc  then  we are well on our way..

but  all this researchis on S that r already consc...

*****
weisskrantz, logothetis...  they think of  brain as creating consc.

what we really want to know is  how sensation and the NCC modifies a pre=existing consc field  (his notion)

how does the brain create the unified consc field...  he calls it the unfied field approach...

perception is a modification of the unified consc field...

eg in ur dark room.. u've already got a consc field...
when u turn on the light... u're simply MODIFYING the consc field

Wolf Singer/  Rudolfo  LLinas... and Gerald Edelman  kind of like this...

he thinks there might be some fundamental mistake in our approach that progress is so slow...
Edelman says  need whole clouds of neurons...
why aren't we making more progress?

our research techniques....  can do single cell recordings...
may be that its impossible at this stage of tech... cuz it involves  the whole brain

francis crick... consc turns out to be much harder than dna!!!  (he quotes francis crick)

how does brain create a\unified consc field  (hence imaging echniq don't work and electrode studies... too focal)

eg  look at EM   iron filings gathered around a magnet...  big leap fro Newtonian motion

****

back in the old days... they said  "its a program running in the brain  or  its a digital computer"
he's got long essays  condemning that approach / concpetion///

eqn (erroneous):
mind is to brain  as program is to hardware...


he attacks ray kurzweil...  for the upload concept...
he jokes    "consider plastics  from The graduate"   is that gonna be the body that ur uploaded self
can run the plastic body... he derides the concept of Singularity...
he calls it  strong AI... he loves it as a physical thesis.. cuz it's easy for him refute (in 5 minutes)...

he says  program  is simply doing a syntactic  sequence  without any  consc...

a formal  simulation 

why wud anybody make  that mistake  (mistake  a simulation  for the real thing... eg 
are u going to mistake digestion for a simulation of digestion)

we need to think of ourselves as biologic beasts  that's what I want to leave u with...

Q  from Zenith... q abt pearce...

Q  my comment  i start  with  plastic CD disk  encoding a symphony then talk abt
scanning brain and recreating it molecule by molecle...
A  he likes it that ray k seems to be moving toward his point of view...
Q abt panpsychism...
is it true...
A  NO  consc is not  spread around like JAM on bread... they fail to identify the unit of consc
is thepen  consc.?  how abt  the cap of th pen  ... NO!

A  cud'nt we just  show that consc is an illusion?  can do that perhaps for sunset over mt tamalpais...
can do that  with consc  eg showing that its an illusion

Q  woman  asks...  review of damasio's book:   
john says tht  its a pain to  review a book it taks him weeks  cuz first he need sot spend a few weeks reading the book
and sumarizing it...
A  we have neglected the self...  JS  says  we  must  first  figure out how mind arises and then how self arises... and how they come together...
but there might be a circularity problem...

problem  with NY review of books....  cuz chomsky's borther in law iwll redd THAT review (but not a schoalrly review in some
philos  tract.

*****

Q  r u claiming consc in the absence of sensaitons  A NO
Q how abt  in the absnece of a claimant for consc... A  NO

Q  is consc a binary phenomenon?
A  NO  its a rheostat...  can dial it up and down...
but the existence is an ON/off switch...
how abt pens  and cups

